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SYNOPSIS 

The ACT- IAC N&T SIG NS2020 Working Group respectfully submits this paper to General 
Services Administration (GSA) for the purposes of presenting consensus industry 
perspective on emerging technologies at play in the NS2020 Enterprise Infrastructure 
Services (EIS) procurement, including software defined networking (SDN), programmable 
service backbone (PSB), network function virtualization (NFV), bandwidth-on-demand, 
network access, convergence, integrated analytics & reporting, 5G wireless, and the 
continued evolution of cloud services. 
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American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) 

The American Council for Technology (ACT) is a non-profit educational organization established 
in 1979 to improve government through the efficient and innovative application of information 
technology. In 1989 ACT established the Industry Advisory Council (IAC) to bring industry and 
government executives together to collaborate on IT issues of interest to the government. 

ACT-IAC is a unique, public-private partnership dedicated to helping government use technology 
to serve the public. The purposes of the organization are to communicate, educate, inform, and 
collaborate. ACT-IAC responds to government requests using a model that includes government 
and industry working together, elbow-to-elbow. ACT-IAC also works to promote the profession of 
public IT management. ACT-IAC offers a wide range of programs to accomplish these purposes. 

ACT-IAC welcomes the participation of all public and private organizations committed to 
improving the delivery of public services through the effective and efficient use of IT. For 
membership and other information, visit the ACT-IAC website at www.actiac.org.  

Networks & Telecommunications SIG 

The N&T SIG’s mission is to provide clarity, impartial feedback, and points for consideration on 
networks and telecom issues identified in collaboration with the Government Advisory Panel 
(GAP) and industry. The N&T SIG provides a forum where government and industry executives 
are working together on key telecommunication issues such as interoperability, information 
sharing, communications architectures, wireless technologies, converged internet protocol based 
services, security, and continuity of service. The N&T SIG established a working group to 
facilitate collaboration between government and industry on matters concerning the upcoming 
NS2020 effort – the replacement for the current Networx contracts. The NS2020 Working Group 
is comprised of four committees, each with government and industry co-chairs, which are 
engaged with GSA, agency users, and industry to create a body of knowledge to support the 
government in the NS2020 effort: 

- GSA/Vendor Operations 

- Program Development 

- Business Growth and Collaboration 

Disclaimer 

©American Council for Technology, 2015. This document may not be quoted, reproduced and/or 
distributed unless credit is given to ACT-IAC.  

Copyright 

©American Council for Technology, 2015. This document may not be quoted, reproduced and/or 
distributed unless credit is given to ACT-IAC. 

Further Information 

For further information, contact ACT-IAC at (703) 208-4800 or www.actiac.org.   
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Introduction 

In response to questions from GSA regarding the adoption of emerging technologies during 
the term of the NS2020 program, the N&T SIG NS2020 Working Group is pleased to submit 
the following comments and recommendations. This report represents the contributions of 
individuals from multiple companies involved in the delivery of network services. The working 
group has strived to offer consensus, rather than specific, points of view. We hope that GSA 
finds this helpful and welcome further comments and discussion at GSA’s discretion.  

Background 

The impact of virtualization is causing a rapid growth in the number of applications available 
to commercial enterprises, regulated industry, and government. The ongoing need for faster 
delivery of high-quality applications, combined with the need for business agility, time-to-
market, and flexibility are causing transformational dilemmas for executives and users across 
all market segments.  

In many cases, this transformation is clashing with legacy processes and technologies, 
further slowing down the business application development process. Compounding this issue 
is the expectation of internal and external customers, be they business users, citizens 
consuming government services, or the warfighter, being influenced toward simplicity with 
customization by the smartphone in their pocket.  

In this rapidly evolving environment there is an increased focus on outsourcing more 
functions to IT service providers, so that commercial business and government can focus on 
how the technology and service delivery transformation will enable their own IT solutions to 
maximize delivery of their business core competency or government agency mission.  

In this paper, we will discuss several new technologies including SDN, PSB, NFV, bandwidth-
on-demand, integrated analytics and reporting, 5G wireless, and the continued evolution of 
cloud services and how these emerging technologies will enable government to be more 
agile in addressing business problems effecting their agency missions. 

GSA: Perspective on Emerging Technologies 

What are the potential game-changers? How might they impact the 
telecommunications market and what are the implications to the NS2020 strategy? 
How should we reflect these game-changers in an update to the NS2020 strategy? 
Are there any specific actions that should be taken? Should we plan for a new 
program/acquisition or to support agencies in establishing business processes for 
usage-based funding and user permissions? Should we prepare for impacts to 
business support systems? Are there roadblocks to adoption? 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Software Defined Networking (SDN) 

SDN enables carriers, both wired and wireless, with the ability to transform how they 
provision and manage backbone bandwidth-on-demand for transport and customer use. SDN 
also allows carriers to reduce high operational costs by separating the control and data plans 
to enable programmability, allowing operators to centrally change traffic flows, automating 
traffic management, improving bandwidth engineering, and the ability to tailor the network as 
needed to meet various customer application requirements. SDN will allow changes to the 
traditional pricing model, where customers can pay for the bandwidth they use. 

Programmable Service Backbone (PSB) 

PSB is an advanced, purpose-built, scalable, multi-tenant NFV platform. PSB is a platform 
that provides a single service delivery fabric from the IP core to the customer premise, 
delivering anything, anytime, anywhere. PSB is currently being used in carrier backbones 
today to host virtual services such as content distribution networks (CDNs) for IPTV and 
various network-based security services in the commercial market today. Over the next 
several years, industry expects to see expanded service offerings in this area using PSBs as 
well as expanding virtualization of network functions to the customer location using x86 
enabled virtualization devices.  

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) 

NFV is a concept that uses the same virtualization technologies that are being readily 
adopted to deliver cloud computing capabilities to deliver the functions of traditional network 
elements. Examples of services that have the potential to become NFV are firewalls, session 
border controllers, content distribution networking equipment, load balancers, intrusion 
detection devices, and wide area network (WAN) accelerators. Carriers are already 
virtualizing some of these functions today. Virtualizing these services in the network drives 
additional value to the end user, because localized machines are not burdened with the 
additional processing required to run the services, and NFV services have greater scalability 
and resiliency when deployed in the network. 

Bandwidth-on-Demand 

The future of bandwidth-on-demand is that the network will be where the end user or the 
consuming application needs it, when it is needed, for as long as it is needed, and then 
released. Bandwidth-on-demand operates on a key assumption that the physical 
infrastructure is already constructed, tested, and available to support the user or application, 
end-to-end through the entirety of the network – local access to the edge, metro, and network 
core to the destination. Bandwidth-on-demand may also assume the ability to transverse 
more than one carrier, assuming you have different access and transport infrastructure 
providers.  

Network Access 

Expect to see industry actively working towards bringing cost-effective and higher bandwidth 
options with large deployments of next-generation passive optical networks (NGPONs) and 

http://www.actiac.org/
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very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line 2 (VDSL2) services and expanding carrier 
relationships with cable and regional access providers. Service providers will continue to take 
on the role of access aggregator, managing the complexity and reducing the cost of network 
access. Government can expect additional deployment of standards based Ethernet access 
(Metro Ethernet Forum CE 2.0). 

Convergence 

The goal of converging voice, data, and video network services has long been promoted 
during each of the past two federal network services contracts, FTS 2001 and Networx. This 
goal has not been achieved in large part because, while GSA has advocated for 
convergence, the fair opportunity acquisition process has made achieving this a challenge. 
To achieve convergence, agencies must coordinate among multiple internal buying centers 
and strive to consolidate services acquisition to the greatest extent possible. Procuring 
services with multiple fair opportunity task order competitions, e.g., one for outbound voice, 
another for inbound voice, one for conferencing, and at least one more for the data network, 
usually leads to multiple vendor awards and will continue to diminish the opportunity to 
achieve services convergence.  

A single, national EIS contributes to another potential challenge to achieving convergence at 
the agency level – local services procured through EIS could introduce yet another potential 
separate contractor with its own access facilities and network infrastructure. This juxtaposes 
the tradeoffs between the benefits of competition and multi-award contracts vs. the potential 
benefits of achieving network conversion under fewer awards at an agency level. 

Additionally, agencies have upgraded and replaced their local switching equipment over time 
and may have investments that have not yet fully depreciated. Agencies have deployed 
switching equipment from different manufacturers throughout the network, making the 
implementation of convergence very difficult to achieve in the short term.  

Integrated Analytics and Reporting 

Service providers are incorporating analytic capabilities into their service portfolios and are 
using these tools to enhance their services to achieve better performance overall. This kind of 
capability is becoming a key planning and reporting tool.  

5G Wireless 

Wireless equipment manufacturers are publically stating that 5G wireless technologies will 
become available in the 2020 timeframe. 5G is expected to deliver speeds 40 times greater 
than what is currently offered on 4G networks today. Some preliminary testing shows peak 
speeds of 10 Gbps – the equivalent of a SONET OC-192 circuit. Expected performance in 
production networks, especially the more congested networks of large metropolitan areas, is 
likely to be closer to 100 Mbps, which is significantly faster than services offered today. 

Continued Evolution of Cloud Services 

Cloud service providers will continue to deliver new features at scale in repeatable intervals 
by following best practices for software engineering and operations, and an agile 

http://www.actiac.org/
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methodology. For cloud service providers, expect to see rapid innovation as products and 
services are reviewed and prioritized at a much more rapid pace than the typical 
telecommunications product cycle. Expect innovation intervals in a 21-30 day release cycle; 
leveraging a DevOps methodology, new cloud service features will be sized and broken down 
so they can be built, tested, and released during that iteration. 

Potential Emerging Technology Game-changers  

There are several near to midterm game-changers that will affect how telecommunications 
services, which are now beginning to merge into a hybrid IT environment, will be delivered to 
the commercial and government marketplace during the EIS 2020 lifecycle.  

Recommendations & Feedback on Game-changers 

Allow a grace period for vendors and agencies. Vendors need revenue to help generate and 
demonstrate the requirement before they can get approved for funding federal-specific 
operating systems, or allow vendors to use the commercial systems to the greatest extent 
possible, to help avoid being late to market with new technologies.  

Impacts to the Telecommunications Market 

Service providers already know they must be flexible in how they deploy infrastructure and 
increase the speed at which they scale service offerings. Virtualization in the data center has 
already shown its promise with the rapid growth of cloud services. All new data centers today 
are using virtualization as a standard operating model. It may take longer to adopt the model 
to international transport networks, but the shift has begun.  

Virtualization will change how services are deployed in networks the same way it has 
changed how services are deployed in the data center. The benefits are already clear –
network-based services decouple from infrastructure, the operational model only needs slight 
change to support it, and scale can happen as it is needed. Services already being virtualized 
in the market are network-based security, which includes firewall function, intrusion detection, 
and data exfiltration services, session border controllers, and content distribution servers. 

Federal Supply Schedule Recommendations & Feedback  

The working group believes there is a role for Schedule 70 in the NS2020 strategy. If an 
agency knows exactly what product it wants to acquire, Schedule 70 is an appropriate 
vehicle. It is easy to use, order, and manage, doesn’t have the additional requirements for 
secure billing systems and robust reporting, and is GSA’s lowest cost vehicle. 

GSA: Perspective on the Federal Supply Schedule 

What is the appropriate role for Schedule 70 in the NS2020 strategy? Are their 
limitations with the Federal Supply Schedule that could be addressed? 

http://www.actiac.org/
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The working group does not encourage the use of Schedule 70 for end-of-life equipment 

purchases and support; NS2020 EIS or another GWAC vehicle would be a better acquisition 

choice.  

NS2020 / ITS Portfolio Recommendations & Feedback  

There are fundamental differences between the three programs available to GSA customers. 
Schedule 70 is used for buying commodity products and services; the working group thinks of 
it as a shopping menu. Schedule 70 should not be used for system integration projects; 
rather, Networx and the new NS2020 EIS contracts should be used for complex 
telecommunication projects and services on a local or enterprise-wide basis. If an agency has 
a complex IT solution requirement that may include telecommunications, Alliant or other 
GWAC vehicles are appropriate. 

For example, Schedule 70 is a good option for an agency with a Voice over Internet Protocol 
(VoIP) requirement needing to buy 10,000 VoIP phones that they will plug into their network. 
But if the agency needs integration and programming into their network, Networx/EIS is the 
better option. If the agency additionally needs software development, Alliant is appropriate. 

There are four phases to consider in selecting the right vehicle: design and engineering, 
purchase, implementation, and operations and maintenance. Typically, Schedule 70 only 
uses the purchase phase. Networx/EIS as well as the GWACs use all four phases. 

It is important that GSA and its contract holders guide agencies to an appropriate contract 
vehicle. Agencies needs to know the fee costs associated with the contract vehicle.   

GSA: Perspective on Composition of the NS2020 Portfolio Relative to Overall 
ITS Portfolio 

Many of the same IT services, including telecom, can be procured on Networx (and 
EIS in the future), Alliant, other GWACs, and Schedule 70. How would you 
characterize the fundamental differences between these three types of programs, and 

how could we use that insight to guide customers to "best fit" solutions? 

http://www.actiac.org/
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NS2020 Strategy Updates  

Carriers are building these game-changing capabilities into the systems that support 
commercially available services. Significant costs will be applied to services issued under the 
new contract if the government cannot change their existing strategy of requiring a custom 
operation support system/billing support system (OSS/BSS). The government should amend 
the NS2020 strategy to accommodate the use of a single government managed BSS that 
uses commercial application process interfaces (APIs) to achieve a more cost-effective and 
functional outcome. Doing so will lower EIS service costs and fees while creating new value-
added agency-facing capabilities from the commercial marketplace. Staying the course will 
mandate that multiple providers build duplicative but unequal systems to their commercial 
platforms, ultimately at taxpayer expense. In addition, some service providers will choose not 
to participate in the contract – reducing competition – because minimum revenue guarantees 
are unlikely to cover the cost of building and maintaining a system that will only be used by 
government customers. 

Government-Specific Actions  

Government needs to begin adapting to the existing commercial model for the procurement 
of future telecommunication services in order to achieve the goals of lowering the overall cost 
to the government while providing agility and flexibility in the services offered on the contract. 
This includes planning for the adoption of a usage-based billing model for network services 
and using commercial systems that deliver next-generation services to foster more 
competition in the marketplace. Using the commercial model and support systems will allow 
for increased innovation from government users through having access to the newest 
services and features offered to commercial customers. 

Conclusion 

The telecommunications industry is making significant investments to provide data center 
services, advanced network and virtualized network services, and a standards-based 
software-defined strategy, which will enable the transformation of legacy carriers into hybrid 
IT solutions providers. 

GSA: NS2020 Strategy Dimensions 

In the NS2020 strategy, we’ve covered a number of items, including an analysis of 
technology and procurement trends, the recommended portfolio of contracts, 
acquisition efficiency, operational improvements, GSA support activities and 
organizational structure, and BSS modernization. Are there other strategic themes we 
should address? 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Service providers have already begun this transformation by putting SDN and NFV 
capabilities into their production networks, and evolving product offerings to an automated, 
software-defined, network-virtualized, open system infrastructure that provides commercial 
clients the best value, reducing cost and increasing business agility. 

When big data analytical capabilities are overlaid on the service architecture, customers will 
be able to collaborate with service providers to further analyze the environment and jointly 
design and build world-class solutions.  
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